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This is the first volume in a new series of supplements to the German
Historical Institute London Bulletin. Unlike the Bulletin itself, which
contains articles and book reviews mainly on topics of German his-
tory, the new supplement series will present the proceedings of con-
ferences representing some of the Institute’s work on British and
comparative European or colonial history. However, the series is also
open to smaller monographs on these topics and to other forms of
house publication. The supplements will appear at irregular inter-
vals.

I am very pleased to be able to open this new series within the
family of GHIL publications with the proceedings of a conference
which was held in summer 2006 as an academic farewell to my pred-
ecessor as director of the German Historical Institute London,
Professor Hagen Schulze. Hagen Schulze has worked extensively on
Pierre Nora’s concept of sites of memory in the context of German
history. This conference took the topic out of its well-established
Euro pean framework and tested it in a wider colonial and postcolo-
nial setting. I am grateful to Hagen Schulze and Indra Sengupta for
editing a selection of papers given at this conference to produce this
volume.

I hope that readers of the GHIL Bulletin will find this supplement
series a welcome addition. Supplements will not be distributed as
widely as the Bulletin itself. However, they can be ordered from the
Institute free of charge. As with the Bulletin there will also be an
internet version available on our website <http://www.ghil.ac.uk/
publications.html>.

Andreas Gestrich

London, March 2009

GENERAL EDITOR’S FOREWORD



Historical research on cultures of national remembrance has boomed
over recent years, stimulated among other things by Pierre Nora’s
monumental, seven-volume work, Les lieux de mémoire. This branch of
historical research is based on a hypothesis put forward by the
French sociologist Maurice Halbwachs who , as is well known, sug-
gested that historical interpretations and patterns of perception arise
out of the interplay between personal memory and common, ‘collec-
tive’ memory. The huge significance of such collectively shared
memories for the construction of the nation should not, however, be
seen as peculiar to the ‘nations’ which European history has pro-
duced since the Middle Ages. Rather, they simply represent one spe-
cific form of ‘cultural memory’ (Jan Assmann) which makes an essen-
tial contribution to group cohesion by allowing personal memory to
be emotionally linked with the supra-individual memory of the com-
munity. In the course of history, national communities have drawn
upon commemorative ceremonies and monuments, myths and ritu-
als, and outstanding individuals, objects, and events in their own his-
tory to produce a wide network of material and spiritual lieux de
mémoire in which the common, shared memories of the nation mani-
fest themselves.

Nora’s ambitious attempt to create a ‘French history of the second
degree’ by means of the contributions to his edited volumes has
evoked a broad international response. It has also stimulated similar
undertakings in the Netherlands, Germany, Russia, Austria, Italy,
and elsewhere. This is in line with Nora’s suggestion that such
undertakings should be used to establish the ‘typical style of relating
to the past in each country’. Thus the lieux de mémoire projects that
have been published so far have one thing in common: they concen-
trate on collective national memories, with the exception of a few—so
far incomplete—attempts to take the whole of Europe into account.
This is no surprise since Nora’s guideline was quite clear: in his view
there is no collective memory that goes beyond national boundaries.

Thus the lieux de mémoire project in Europe is part and parcel of
the European narrative of nation and the lieux serve to reinforce
national identity. In the case of entities such as empires, the question
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of a common national identity of this sort, based on ‘shared’ lieux de
mémoire, obviously does not arise. However, the experience of empire
(ranging from empire-building to anti-colonial struggles and decolo-
nization) has found expression in a number of lieux de mémoire that
capture the complexity of public memory and the ambivalence of col-
lective identity in the imperial–colonial context. The aim of this first
Supplement of the German Historical Institute London Bulletin, which
includes some of the papers presented at a conference entitled
‘Revisiting Sites of Memory: New Perspectives on the British Empire’
and held at Cumberland Lodge, Windsor, in June–July 2006 as well
as a number of additional ones, is to engage with the theoretical
premise of Nora’s thesis and examine this complexity. Thus we hope
to open up what has been a methodological debate among historians
in Europe to regions beyond.

Hagen Schulze

Berlin, 2008
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